'Length (LOA): 22 feet Width (Beam): 7 feet 4 inches
Motor: 4.0 KW Continous Rated (Equivalent to 10 Horsepower)
r~lIiIIfII!!lIIIIIII Battery: 48 Volt (8 X 6 Volt AGM Deep Cycle)
AC Input: ll5 or 220 Volts AC /50 or 60 Hertz
Grid Charging: 6 Hours (115 Volts) or 4 Hours (220 Volts)
Capacity: 10 People
Material: Fiberglass and Aluminum
Solar Array: 760 Watts (Peak)
Daily Range: Minimum of 35 Miles (55 Kilometers)
Top Speed: 6 Knots (7 MPH or 11 KPH)
Cruising Speed: 5 Knots (6 MPH or 10 KPH)

CONTINUING OUR HISTORY OF
BEING FIRST, HERE'S A NEW CHAPTER

It's time for a new chapter in the history of boat drives. With Deep Blue, this chapter has been started. Powerful
electric drives, using only high-tech components, industrially developed and manufactured, independent from
the world's oil resources and the market price of petrol. Clean for the water and the air. Driven by regenerative
energy and therefore capable of being used in the most remote places of the world.
The fact that the drives set n9W$tandarckftn terms of convenience, effici,ency and safety is more or less a given.
It wouldn't be a Torqeedo othe .
uk@torqeedo.co

01502-516224

www.torqeedo.com
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At the time of writing the winter
flooding is still very much in evidence.
The picture above of the Thames in
flood at Goring is hardly a comforting
advert for this edition's cruise guide on
page 19. Hopefully the river will offer
better cruising conditions in summer.
Extreme weather events are predicted
to occur with greater frequency. The
climate change scientists say that this
is a result of global warming but the
debate as to the causes still rumbles
on. Included in Solar News on page
15 is a report on the Ford C-Max
Solar Energi car. Ford says that the
positive environmental impact from
this prototype car could be significant.
It would reduce yearly C02 and other
greenhouse gas emissions from the
average U.S. car owner by as much
as four metric tons - the equivalent
of what a U.S. house produces in
four months. According to Ford if
all light-duty vehicles in the United
States were to adopt Ford C-MAX
Solar Energi Concept technology,
annual greenhouse gas emissions
could be reduced by approximately 1
billion metric tons. The converse of
this is that at present the US alone
is pumping billions of tons of fossil
fuel C02 gas into the atmosphere
every year. It clearly must be affecting
something. Germany seems to be
leading the way in energy provision

from renewable sources. Between 2002
and 2012 enough capacity was installed
in Germany to increase the electricity
supply by over 92 TeraWatt hours to
136TWh. Putting this in perspective,
in 2012 all 16 UK nuclear reactors
produced some 70TWh, and the
historic height was 90TWh.
Reducing fossil fuel dependency is the
impetus behind the rapidly expanding
hybrid engine market and the marine
industry is seeing a significant
growth in this area as witnessed by
the winter boat shows (pages 8 and
9). Hybrid systems are also featured
on pages 10 and 11. The report
on Elco Motor's project with New
York, on page 7 follows the lead of
many European port cities which are
looking to reduce fossil fuel emissions
in their harbours. Amsterdam has
been incentivising electric boating by
creating a recharging infrastructure and
by discounting electric boats' mooring
fees by 50 percent, and the port may
possibly go fully electric by 2018.
However this may all be too late to
prevent extreme weather flooding.

If you have an electric boat I would
hang on to it.

Cover: Phoenix 21 Vlissingen Harbour; Netherlands
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~ Fischer Panda

18ft Frolic with galvanised trailer.

£18,500

Fischer Panda UK Ud
17 Blackmoor Road, Ebblake Estate, Verwood, Dorset, BH316AX
lel: +44 (0)1202 B20840 Fax: +44 (0)1202 828688 www.fischerpanda.co.uk

The LiFeBAIT modular battery system is a truly complete energy source
for your vessels propulsion and onboard power requirements .
Whether you need to supply an inverter, or 500kW's of power for your
propulsion system, LiFeBATT have an off the shelf solution .
For those using the popular Lynch PM motor, we offer 48V, 72V and
144V modules that can be connected in parallel to create any capacity
required . For AC drive systems we use series parallel configurations of
up to 700V.
Why use LiFeBAIT?
- One third the weight of Lead Acid
- 8 times the cycle life of Lead Acid
- Proven, Dependable Technology
- Integrated Battery Management
- Simple Installation
- 3 year, 3,000 Cycle Warranty

Dry stored for 20 years. Recent complete rebuild from propeller
shaft up by Rupert Latham . New motor, controller, batteri es and
charger. New cushions and all over cover. Forward facing seat
back, can face forwards or aft as required
A really exceptional example.
Tel 07905 010122

We can diagnose the ailment and
recommend the best course of
treatment
Wet, gel, AGM. We can advise on
the best choice for you.
Gel batteries are proving extremely
successful. No dangerous gassing,
no topping up - just fit and forget.
The latest generation have a 4- year
warranty if fitted by us, with many
satisfied customers

Free inspection and report.
Give us a call
The Thames Electric Launch Co
Tel: 07703 218906
thameselectric@goring.co.uk
www.thameselectric.com
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In Brief
Flood from Wales to
Oxford
The charity that looks after the nation's
historic canal and river network is
appealing to friends and supporters
for help in coping with the winter's
extreme weather that has caused major
challenges right across its 2,000 miles
of waterways. From Wales to Oxford,
the canal and river network, which
had been channelling water away from
homes, farmland and businesses, is
now deluged itself. Hundreds of
trees have fallen across the network,
and there is damage to 200 year old
humpback canal bridges, and large
sections of embankment, towpath and
canal-banks.
In Oxfordshire, 200 year old canal
bridges on the Oxford Canal have
been damaged and the towpath
surfaces have washed away.
In Somerset, the Bridgwater &
Taunton Canal has played a significant
role in efforts to relieve the flooded
Somerset plains, but is now itself in
flood and sections of towpath have
been damaged.
In Gloucestershire, the tidal Severn
has scoured the embankment of the
Gloucester & Sharpness Canal, the last
line of defence for a large swathe of
land.
In Wiltshire and across the home
counties, major floods on the Kennet
& Avon and Grand Union Canals are
causing hundreds of thousands of
pounds of repair works.
In Wales, engineers are assessing
the impact of heay rain on the
Monmouthshire & Brecon Canal
and the Llangollen Canal where
embankments have slipped and are
being urgently stabilised.
Vince Moran, Canal & River Trust
operations director, said, 'The full
extent of the dam age cannot yet
be assessed. However, when waters
recede we expect to see major damage
to towpaths, locks and other canal
heritage structures and features, which
will affect millions of people and cost
£millions to repair.'
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Saunders of the Thatnes
Electric boats Mystical Maid and Eddy
Current represented the EBA at the
unveiling of a blue plaque to commemorate a pioneering Victorian
boat-builder. Sam Saunders developed
a waterproof material consisting of
layers of plywood and canvas stitched
together, known as Consuta. It enabled him build a new type of light, fast
boat. Author Ray Wheeler who has
written a biography of Saunders unveiled the plaque on a building which
was once his works at Goring-onThames, Oxon, now used as a Royal
Mail depot.
The best remaining example of a
craft built using the material, the
steam launch also named Consuta and
pictured with Mystical Maid, was one of

his boats on the river for the ceremony. The plaque is the fruition of work
by local residents Janet and Mike Hurst
who have been researching Saunders'
life and Thames connections. Mike
said, 'There were many boat-builders
on the Thames at that time but he
seemed to take boat-building that
much further. He is a very important
figure in the history of the river.'

Torqeedo launches Nissan Note
Nissan's latest car, the Note, was launched on Dorney Lake, Windsor. The
impressive stunt, made to look as if the vehicle was driving on water, was
powered by Torqeedo's Cruise outboard motor. Will Bicknell of Epic Travel,
organiser of the event, said, 'We needed to have an engine powerful enough to
push the Note boat across the water, without contravening the environmental
restrictions on the lake. Torqeedo's Cruise motor was the perfect option for us easy to use, powerful, environmentally friendly and silent.'
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Solar Challenge
The Dong Energy Solar Challenge,
a unique race with participants from
many different countries, is organised
every 2 years in the North of the
Netherlands and the 5th edition of the
World Cup for Solar Powered Boats
takes place in June 2014.

Workboat Trial
Elco Motor Yachts has announced a
project with the New York State Canal
Corp., the organization that oversees
and maintains the extensive New York
State Canal System. Two Elco EP10000 motors, which each generate
roughly the same power as a lOO-hp
diesel engine, will be installed in a
Canal Corp. workboat to compare the
system's performance with the baseline
diesel engine. The project was made
possible by funding jointly provided by
two New York state organizations. 'Up
until the EP-l0000 there were no electric motors for boats that require 75
to 125 horsepower,' Elco CEO Steve
Lamando said, 'Now there is a viable
electric power source that can handle
a heavy workload while keeping the air
and water clean.'

Blue out to grass
Waterway Recovery Group has
donated 'Blue', WRG's much loved
former J CB excavator, to Buckingham
Canal Society. Although 'Blue' is still
going strong, it was beginning to
show signs of age and the JCB will
now hopefully enjoy many years of
productive retirement helping the
Canal Society restore the Buckingham
Arm of the Grand Union CanaL

Extra Terrestrial
Following the English Harbour Yacht
16 launch party at the end of last
year, Henley Sales & Charter is now
planning a series of river demo's as
soon as the weather warms up, and
the boat has been fitted with space age
blue lighting for evening outings.
HSC will also be at the Beale Park
Classic Boat Auction 7 June 2014
where they will have a number of
electric boats on offer in the auction.
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Salhouse Broad Restored
Rare plants are now making their home
on a restored reedbed at Salhouse
Broad The £240,000 project part
funded by the European Regional
Development Fund used 12,000m3
of dredged sediment from the nearby
River Bure to create the 7,000m 2 reed
bed. The sediment was retained by a
wall built from giant geotextile bags
which were also filled with sediment.
Turfs were scraped from reed beds
on the Bure Marshes National Nature
Reserve at Woodbastwick and planted
on the geotextile bags, while the
seed of common reed and common
reedmace was scattered by hand
over the bare sediment. The aim is
to restore the eroded reed bed as it
was 60 years ago. Already more than
30 species of fen plants were found
to have colonised on the sediment
including the nationally scarce marsh
fern, smooth sow-thistle and milk
parsley which is the food plant of the
swallowtail caterpillar.

IWA Loyalty Award
The Inland Waterways Association
(IWA) has received a special award
from the organisers at the London
Boat Show for its loyal attendance.
IWA was a founder exhibitor when
the event was first launched 60 years
ago, and hasn't missed a year since.
The show is an opportunity for IWA
to promote the use, maintenance
and restoration of Britain's inland
waterways as well as the Association's
specific campaigns. Although the
Boat Show is primarily aimed at the
offshore sea-going boater, it was once
the only national show of its kind,
and has enabled IWA to encourage
thousands of newcomers to canal
and inland rivers over the years, as
well as being a recruitment source for
hundreds of IWA members. IWA's
stand has long been an important
attraction for the show, providing
the principal focus for information
on inland boating, and is organised
and run by a dedicated team of IWA
volunteers.
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EBA members report
on the shows that mark
the start of the boating
season.
London Boat Show

Malcolm Moss and Richard Nash
Boot Dusseldorf
Gillian Nahum
Fort Lauderdale Boat Show

Monte Gisborne

London

January 2014

Hybrid Diesel Electric systems were very much a point of converation at this
year's London Boat show. The French company Nanni had their new hybrid
system on display. It can be connected to the back end of their 30 to 350 HP
Kobuta or Yamaha diesel units, providing power to the batteries or running
propulsion at up to 15kW at 96v DC. It is positioned between the engine and
gearbox or saildrive. Currently they have installed two systems in boats on the
Norfolk Broads. Marlec Engineering the UK manufacturer of the Rutland
Windchargers, renowned for their smooth and quiet operation on board yachts
worldwide are also stockists of SunWare solar panels manufactured in Germany.
The Marlec stand had a steady stream of customers buying wind chargers and
solar panels to fit straightaway to their boats for the coming season.

EBA member Graeme Hawksley,
Hybrid Marine MD, was on the Trusty
Boat Stand having previously very
successfully supplied one of their
boats with the Hybrid Marine system
which is based on a 55 HP diesel
Yamaha with a 10kW Lynch motor.

Torqeedo helps London Boat Show Rescue
Exhibitors at the London Boat Show
joined forces to come to the rescue
of the village of Muchelney, on the
Somerset Levels, which was severely
flooded and totally cut off at the start
of the year. Muchelny, which means
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'Big Island' in Saxon, was provided
with a Rigiflex Safety Rescue Boat,
complete with a Torqeedo electric
outboard, lifejackets, safety and radio
equipment, insurance and transport of
the boat to Somerset, by London Boat

Show and its exhibitors including:
ADPR, ASAP, BHG Marine,
Coleman, Event Broadcast, Garrnin,
ICOM, IPC, Marine Resources,
Ocean Safety, PSP, Rigiflex and EBA
member Torqeedo.
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Following her stint at the London Boat Show on the English Harbour
Yachts stand (see picture top of page 8) EBA business member Gillian
Nahum MD of Henley Sales & Charter was almost immediately jetting off
to the Dusseldorf Boat Show. Gillian says that with 17 halls of eye popping
boats, gadgets and gizmos there is always something to see for electric boat
enthusiasts. She reports, 'Rivers and Tides have a contender for the electric
boat speed record. Unfortunately just after my visit to the show I heard that
the factory producing the lithium polymer batteries had gone up in smoke, so
it looks like the attempt will have to be delayed somewhat.
'On the subject of future technology, we were particularly taken with a control
unit on the Krautler motor stand and would like to install one in an English
Harbour Yachts 16 motor launch. Solar panels were ever present and are on
the hydraulic lifting roof section of the popular Slovenian Alfa Street Marine
Energy range of boats exhibited at the show Although the boat seems to be
selling well on the Austrian lakes, I am still undecided about offering to be
their agent in the UK, but if anybody would like more information on this
company's range of boats I will be happy to assist.'

Fort Lauderdale
November 2013

I

i

Fort Lauderdale, Florida, a coastal city on the Atlantic Ocean is
called the Venice of America due to its expansive canal system.
It also hosts an International Boat Show that covers six locations
and over 3 million square feet of space. The show's transportation
network of bus shuttles, water taxis, and riverboats ensures people
can easily navigate the boat show and its expansive waterways
system. EBA business member Monte Gisborne, MD of Tamarack
Lake Electric Boat Co., was at the show with fellow director Ray
Hirani exhibiting Tamarack's twin-motor, solar powered Loon.
Monte reports, 'This was the Loon's first-ever public viewing and
many people were amazed by the boat. They asked me what does
it cost, but I always started off by telling them what it doesn't cost:
$5.00 per gallon and a stiff tune-up bill.'
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Full ahead for
Electric Hybrid
Propulsion
Our reports from the London
Boat show where the hybrid
systems were much in evidence
and from the Dusseldorf
Boat show where Torqeedo
announced their acquisition
of Moonfleet Systems, whose
Moonwave Power Pack is
the most advanced hybrid
propulsion system for sail boats,
mark another signicant chapter
in the progess of electric
boating.

Electric Steam
Steam Boat Association member Alan Keefe tells how hybridised his steam boat
I bought 5 usan E, named after my
late wife, with the deliberate intention
of turning it into a steam boat. It
is supposedly an ex lifeboat hull
although several other fairly esoteric
origins have been suggested. It is
typical of the breed in being of
riveted aluminium construction but is
unusual in having a curved transom
stern. Whilst fitted with a skeg and
shaped accordingly it has never had
a stern tube. To weld one in would
have meant it being off centre and
into aluminium of unknown quality
in a riveted hull. The problems could
have been never ending! So the idea
of an electric drive came to mind
although I also considered hydraulics.
The obvious and best thing to have
done would have been to fit a pod
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motor under the stern but although
advertised nobody seemed to want
to actually sell me one! So I came
across the Ray outboard and have not
regretted it. The most remarkable bit
was that I ordered it from the USA
on 20th D ecember and got it on 3rd
January! It has the following specs:
4.0hp, 4SV, S batteries, 630lbs system
weight. Trolling Speed, 0.33hp, 3Shrs,
6.5 amps, Medium Speed, 1.Shp, 6hrs,
32amps, Fast Speed, 4.0hp, 2 hrs, SO
amps. Thrust 19S1bs
The steam plant is a Merryweather
Type B water tube boiler producing
steam at 120psi to a Stuart S type
totally enclosed steam engine designed
to run at 900rpm. These engines were
intended to sit in a corner of a ship
and drive a dynamo for electric lighting

with minimum attention. The electrical
side consists of four 12V gel traction
batteries of the type that might be
fitted in a golf cart. These obviously
provide power for the 4hp outboard
with control through a unit that came
with it. Marrying the two systems
together has been the most difficult. I
started with a 12V alternator feeding a
conventional charging circuit with an
invertor to feed a 240V charger unit
but the drain was too much so I have
wound up with something very simple,
a 24V alternator feeding each battery
bank more or less alternately via a
manual change over switch. The SBA
event at Lechlade was effectively the
boat's public debut and the system got
pushed hard by different helmsmen,
but it all seemed to work.

N anni Hybrid Developed
Nanni has been developing and testing
the Nanni Hybrid System for over
three years On the market since 2009,
it is now available with Nanni engines
from 30hp to 200hp and up to 350hp
and the application field has been
broadened, allowing the repowering of
older and traditional motor or sailing
vessels with hybrid technology.
The Power Unit, positioned between
the engine and the gearbox or
saildrive, is only 125 mm thick and
weighs 35 kg. The Control Unit is
58 cm long and can be attached near
the engine room. The Nanni hybrid
system offers four different functions
all controllable via a single panel.
Thermal propulsion mode, when the
diesel engine is running; for high speed
travel, safety when the sea conditions

and wind are harsh and for longer
journeys.
Electric propulsion mode, with a
power up to 7kW at 48v DC provided
by the energy stored in the batteries
for navigating in silence with zero
errusslOn.
Generator mode, when the diesel
engine is running this function can
be selected independently of the
thermal propulsion or concurrently.
The batteries can also be charged via
a shorepower plug for an all-electric
mode.
Regenerating mode for sailing yachts;
under sails and with the pressure of
the water, the propeller can drive
the Electric Power Unit which then
recharges the batteries while the engine
is stopped and stays disconnected.

Torqeedo takes on Hybrid Drive
EBA member Torqeedo has acquired Moonwave Systems and entered the
electric hybrid drive sector for yachts. A newly developed hybrid system
integrates components from Torqeedo's Deep Blue product line with those
from Moonwave Systems. Torqeedo CEO, Dr. Christoph Ballin says, 'This is a
really significant step for marine hybrid systems, combining Moonwave's stateof-the-art system developments with our high-tech propulsion systems, we can
provide a fully integrated solution for propulsion and energy management. All
components have been designed to work together and have been tested in a
complete system-setup which will not only provide hybrid electric propulsion,
but will also power all AC and DC house loads including air conditioning
and large, home-style appliances. Green energy from regeneration and solar
panels can be fully integrated into a vessel's energy management system. Yachts
equipped with the new hybrid drive system can travel silently, offer joystick
docking and take advantage of noiseless, environmentally friendly energy
sources while at anchor'.
The products resulting from the alliance of these two leading innovative cleantechnology companies will initially be aimed at yacht manufacturers. Existing
yachts can also be retrofitted with the new hybrid systems.

TELCO Selectric System brings silence to Waterway Routes
Waterway Routes is a commercial
operator on a narrow boat making

professional videos of the UK canal
system. For this work they needed
to hear the birds in the reeds not the
thump of a diesel and the rattling
vibration of the boat.
EBA member Thames Electric
hybridised the narrow boat's
conventional Beta Marine 43 diesel
installation by fitting their Selectric
system. Waterway Routes have found
that, as hoped, they can cruise for a

day under diesel and also charge the
batteries with no measurable extra
consumption of fuel This gives them
the second day able to cruise under
electric alone. Also if negotiating a
flight of lockst they would not even
think of starting the diesel.
The diesel engine is turning all the
time it is switched on, while the
electric motor is only turning when
power is applied to turn the propeller.
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Phoenix 21
Phoenix Fleet are probably best
known to thousands of Broads holidaymakers as the pilots who navigate
hire cruisers on their way to the internationally important nature reserves
at Hickling and Horsey through the
famous medieval bridge, adjacent to
the boatyard. They are also boatbuilders. In 1982 they built the first electric
launch for hire on the Broads leading
to the development of their fleet and
to the Phoenix 21. The Phoenix 21 is
their version of the Deltic 21 designed by the renowned naval architect
Andrew Wolstenholme. Using the
Deltic hull Phoenix Fleet added their
custom interiors and superstructures at

their yard in Potter Heigham Norfolk. Every boat is built to individual
owner's specification and the Phoenix
21 is a striking, modern and practical
design for this size of inland waterway
electric powered boat. The standard
version includes automatic bilge pump,
sliding windows and canopy. A wide
range of additional extras can be included to suit individual requirements.
Comfortable seating for 12 people,
very stable, with access to a forward
well making mooring simple and safe,
the boat has proved very popular with
hire fleets and water taxi services both
in the UK and abroad. Previous edtions of Electric Boat have featured

the Spalding Water Taxi service which
has been operating a fleet of four
Phoenix 21's on the River Welland in
Lncolnshire since 2005. The Phoenix
21 is quiet, easy to helm, and pollution
free which makes it the ideal environmental choice for companies operating
in protected waters.
Electric propulsion is provided by a
48v, 3.SkW AC motor in a finned aluminium ventilated case with encoder
and thermal sensor, together with a
48v x 3S0A AC controller complete
with line contactor and fuse assembly.
The battery system is 24 x 2v SlSAhr
Powercell traction cells and a 48v-12v
DC converter.

Vlissingen
A Phoenix 21 is now operating a
water taxi and sight seeing service in
Vlissingen port in the southwestern
Netherlands. With its strategic location between the Scheldt river and the
North Sea, the maritime history of
Vlissingen goes back many centuries.
As far back as the 13th century the
port of Vlissingen had a bustling trade
in skins, salt, herring, tar and wool and
was infamous for its privateering and
piracy. The oldest harbour, constructed in the Middle Ages, is still intact.
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There are three
versions of the
Phoenix 21.
Mark Ion the
opposite page is the
popular water taxi.
Mark 11 and III
shown on this page
are respectively the
open launch and
weekender versions.

Phoenix 21 Mk 11 open launch.
Layout view (top right)
Helm position standard version (below left)
Bow well and access standard version (below right)

Phoenix 21 Mk III weekender.
Extended cabin standard version (below left)
Cabin and layout standard version with space for galley, wc and single
berth (below right)

The Phoenix 21 is a modern
design, reliable, shallow draft,
stable, environmentally friendly
and easy to operate electric
boat capable of carrying up to
12 people. No wonder it is so
popular with inland waterway
operators in the UK and abroad.

PHOENIX FLEET LTD
Phoenix Fleet Ltd is a family business
established in 1955 by Mick Richardson
and now run by brothers Robin and
Patrick Richardson, all keen racing
yachtsmen. Robin and Patrick have over
25 years experience in the building,
restoration and repair of traditional,
wooden, inland waterway craft including
motor cruisers and launches, cruising
and racing yachts, and keelboats.
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Solar Boai:s and Boai:ins
Solar Mews
Solar charging
Ford Motor have developed a concept
sun-powered vehicle with the potential
to deliver the best of what a plug-in
hybrid offers without depending on
the electric grid for charging. The
Ford C-MAX Solar Energi Concept
harnesses the power of the sun by
using a special external concentrator

Aquabus in Abu Dhabi
In mid January EBA Swiss member Grove Boats was in the United Arab
Emirates demonstrating models of their solar electric boat at the 2014 World
Future Energy Summit taking place at Abu Dhabi. The Summit is leading forum
in the field of renewable energy and is attended by exhibiting companies and
national pavilions from around the world. Grove Boats were exhibiting in the
Swiss Pavillion and Guy Wolfensberger, company managing director, following
on from his presentation at the end of last year at PlugBoat 2013 in Nice,
delivered a Summit TechTalk paper on 'Solar Boats in the tourism industry'.

Solar Paddling in Rajasthan
Indian company Moss Energy (pvt)
has been developing a protype solar
powered paddle boat. Malcolm Moss
EBA president has been testing the
craft and he reports that it goes really
well at 575 Watts, and is actually
faster than using a 600 Watt electric
outboard. 'The big, big advantage,'

Malcolm says, 'is that the system
works in the weed whilst before we
were having to continually turn the
outboard off and remove weed'.
Further testing needs to be carried out,
but a solar powered paddle boat looks
to have great potential on the weed
clogged waterways of Africa and Asia.

Elements of the C -MAX Solar Energi Concept
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canopy that acts like a magnifying
glass, directing intense rays to the solar
panels on the vehicle roof. SunPower,
provided the high-efficiency solar
cells for the car roof but because of
the extended time it takes to absorb
enough energy to fully charge the
vehicle, Ford turned to Georgia
Institute of Technology for a way to
amplify the sunlight in order to make a
solar-powered hybrid feasible for daily
use. Researchers developed an external
solar concentrator that uses a special
Fresnellens to direct sunlight to the
solar cells while boosting the impact
of the sunlight by a factor of eight.
Similar in concept to a magnifying
glass, the patent-pending system tracks
the sun as it moves from east to west,
drawing enough power from the sun
through the concentrator each day to
equal the standard four-hour battery
charge required (8 kilowatts).
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Solar Boai:s and Boai:lina

Bauhaus

a solar powered cruising houseboat

Bauhaus is named after the famous
1930's German Arts and Crafts design
school, and although it looks like a
house on water, there is much more to
this unique wide beam boat moored
on a London canal, than meets the eye.
Amongst its many exceptional features
is the use of self sufficent energy
technologies. The boat's photovoltaic
solar system is rated at 1.7kW and
realistically provides 7-9kW hours
over the course of a sunny summer
day in London. Bauhaus has nearly
25sqm of Polycrystalline Uni-Solar
PVL-144 Laminate, Amorphous solar
panels.The Uni-solar PV panels are
only 4mm thick, scratch resistant,
self-cleaning and are less affected by
angular or diffused light, making them
ideal in locations where panels are
stationary and cannot be moved easily
towards the sun. Mono-crystalline
PV panels have a higher peak power
output per square metre but without
the panels facing the light source
this advantage is wasted. The only
alternative to tracking the sun directly
with a solar panel is to divert the
light to the panel, so the panel can
be stationary and a reflective surface
used to direct the light to the solar
panel. On Bauhaus the water is used to
do exactly that and this arrangement
will outperform any tracking device.
The Bauhaus starboard cabin side is
covered horizontally with 10sqm of
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solar panels. The canal acting like a
mirror reflects the sunlight at nearly
100% so that the light hits the panels
from two angles. In fact the water is
even better than a mirror as through
its movement the light is not only
reflected but often condensed. This
provides more power per square metre
to the side panels than the roof panels,
particularly in mornings and evenings.
The effectiveness of this simple but
very effective arrangement is clearly
demonstrated in the following record.
On 8 Feb 2011 it was a clear sunny
day, but it was minus 2° celsius and the
panels on the roof were covered in
frost producing no energy. However,
the panels on the cabin side were clear
and already producing 110 watts at
8:30am. At 10:37am with the roof
panels still frozen, the panels on the
side were producing 380 watts. The
three side panels are rated at 144W
each i.e. 432 watts together so were
nearly at their peak power. By midday
l.4kWh had been accumulated, with
the roof panels still frozen up.
The power the solar panels produce
is fed via a charge controller into the
battery bank. The DC power stored
in the 48V battery bank is converted
to 230 AC for domestic use using
a sophisticated and energy efficient
inverter. The traction battery bank has
a capacity of over 20kW /h at 50%
discharge. The bank is made up of

24 x 2 volt wet acid cells making 48
volts. Each cell weighs over 50kg when
filled giving a total weight of 1.2 tons.
These cells sit in a specially made air
tight stainless steel Container mounted
in the centre of the boat with stainless
steel tubes taken through the roof of
the boat to vent any hydrogen gas.
This battery bank enables Bauhaus
to cruise between 5 to 10 hours at
4-5km/h, giving a cruising range of
up to 40km. The 50% discharged
batteries, can be fully charged within
4 hours. The engine on Bauhaus is an
Agni Lynch 143 series, with lOhp peak
power at 48V, and the highest torque
at low RPM in the range. These are
the most energy efficient DC electric
motors at this power range in the
world with an efficiency of up to 93%.
In fact these motors are so efficient
that they have no cooling fan and don't
need one as most energy is turned
into motion. The Lynch motor is also
incredibly light, weighing only 11 kg,
and very small, giving greater flexibility
in the fit out. It does however not
save overall weight and space as a
substantial battery bank is needed.
U sing only 30% engine power an
average speed of 5.3km/h. was
measured per GPS on a one-km
stretch of the Grand Union Canal, a
little lower than the UK canal speed
limit. At 100% power just over
8km/h. was measured.

International
Editor Kevin
Desmond reports
on solar boats
around the world
Lake Fogliano, Rome

Solar Valentino Paddle
An electric boat is playing a key part of the 'PianuraBlu' programme for the ecological sustainability of Lake
Fogliano and the surrounding Pontine Marshes, south of Rome. Po.Mo.S.(pole for Sustainable Mobility)
recently teamed up with Professor Fabio Massimo Frattale Mascioli and Engineer Stefano Nardecchia of the
Electronics Department of Rome's La Sapienza University to produce Valentino I. This 6.50 m solar-powered
aluminium catamaran is propelled by stern paddlewheel which enables navigation along the saltwater canals
without slicing up their aquatic fauna and flora.The boat is equipped with a fast DC recharging station that
can be eventually used to recharge small EVs (bicycles etc) loaded on board for transportation.
Valentino I is potentially the first of a fleet. It was named in honour of Valentino Orsolini Cencelli, who led
the land reclamation of the Pontine marshes during the Fascist period. Po.Mo.S. anticipate that the first
navigation system will be ready by summer 2014.

Since we last reported on this
location in the heart of the
Chilean Lake District three
years ago in the Summer
2010 edtion, the solar taxi
fleet has been working
well powered by Krautler
4kW / 48V electric motors and
Solon solar panels.

Valdivia, Chilean Lake District

Chilean Solar Taxi
According to Alex Wopper, yard manager of Alowplast, the local company which builds the boat hulls, there
are now three 16-passenger solar taxis in the fleet. They work 7 days a week, 8 hours everyday. Another
two public docks have just been inaugurated allowing the fleet to increase. Alex says, 'During the southern
summer season, there is almost no need to recharge the boats overnight from our 400sq.m floating solar
station on the river. It is our centre of operations and has an office, a cafe-shop, a delicatessen outlet, public
toilets and general viewing platforms. The station produces enough solar power to sustain itself, plus feeding
about 1000k/ h free electricity back into the grid every month. In addition, our station has been converting
about 5,000 litres of salty river water into drinking water and purifying 7,000 litres of black water and all the
grey water we produce via several biologic sequence batch reactors.'
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ElectriG Boat Systems by E'VS
EVS L cl , has grown intO' one of the, teadlflg compal1ies globally
prop sioo systems for all types 0 ' eleclrlc boats.

rorqeeoo
JM Coulam - UK Torqeedo Service Centre
• Torqeedo Approved Service Centre for all
Torqeedo products
• Warranty work carried out

to Move You
Get your clean quiet power from the experts
Batteries " Chargers " Ancillaries
Ask about our new High Efficiency Chargers.
Save on space, time and energy costs.

6NS"
INDUSTRIAL POWER
A Division of Exide Technologies

GNB IndustriaL Power (UK) Limited.
Mansell House, Aspinall Close, Middlebrook. Horwich, Bolton, BL6 6QQ, United Kingdom.
Sales and Service: 0845 606 4111,

Sales emaiL: sales-uk@eu.exide.com Service email: service-uk@eu.exide.com

www.gnb.com
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• Non warranty work undertaken
• Sales of all products
Hire motor and associated equipment
available
Part exchange available on all motors
Collection / delivery or while you wait
service available
All work guaranteed
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Goring to Walling£
On the Thames again, our
day's cruise follows the
shortest run on the river
from Goring Lock to Cleeve
Lock and the longest
reach from Cleeve Lock to
Benson Lock. There is lots
to see as we slowly glide
along this very relaxing
and attractive stretch of the
river Thames.
Our starting point is the Swan
Diplomat Hotel by the side of the
weir stream immediately to the left
of Goring Lock head. We pass some
moorings on the towpath, which has
crossed over to the Berkshire side of
the river at Goring Bridge, and we
are soon at Cleeve Lock. This first
lock has both toilet and waterpoint
facilities. Leaving Cleeve Lock we
come to The Leatherne Bottel inn
restaurant on the Oxfordshire side
which only welcomes visitors to its
moorings by prior arrangement.
Further on are the headquarters of
Goring Thames Sailing Club and the
river can often be busy here. There are
moorings on the opposite bank above

and below the club house. Progressing
upstream we pass the Beetle and
Wedge Boathouse restaurant on
the left and on the opposite bank
the public slipway at the bottom of
Ferry Lane South Stoke. Further on
is the boatyard of Sheridan Marine
which specialises in Freeman cruiser
repairs and spares. Continuing
northeastwards up river we come to
Moulsford Railway Bridge, Brunei's
railway viaduct carrying the London
Bristol main line. The bridge requires
care in passage as all craft are advised
to use the right hand arch going
upstream as the left hand entrance is
close to a group of islands. In these
circumstances upstream traffic should

1.0 miles

Goring Lock
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1.5 miles
CleeveLock

give way to downstream traffic. Just
past some isolated moorings on the
same side, a footpath turns off the
towpath and leads to Bow Bridge.
From there up Cap Lane it is about a
mile to Cholsey. Carrying on up river
we reach Winterbrook Bridge which
carries the Wallingford bypass linking
the A4130 to the west of the town
with the A329 and A4074 Reading
roads. After the bridge on the left is
the outfall of Bradford Brook and
Chalmore Hole, the site of an old
ferry and also the old Wallingford
Lock which was cleared away at
the end of the nineteenth century.
Wallingford Bridge still remains
however and passing through the

1.0 miles

Kite Alley
Although referring to a section of the M40
'!<ite Alley' could just as easily apply to this
stretch of the river. Introduced from Spain
in the 1980s, red kites have been a spectacular conservation success story. With their
forked tails, chestnut-and-white plumage
and 2m-wingspan, they are easy to spot.

GHQ Line
With the danger of invasion after Dunkirk
in the Spring of 1940, General lronside
was appointed to oversee the defence of
Britain, and so began the biggest campaign
of defence building in British history. A
line was drawn through a map of Britain
along the eastern side and around the
industrial areas and London, and called the
GHQ Line. This was to be the line of final
defence. Pillboxes were to be built along
the coast, around industrial cities, along
rivers and along canals and railways, and it
was hoped that troops in pillboxes could
hold off the invaders long enough for other
mobile troops to arrive and counterattack.
The Thames was part of the defensive line
and location for pillboxes. This stretch of
the river has a number of examples that can
be easily seen from a passing boat.

centre arch the Boat House Hotel
is immediately on the left. A short
distance beyond on the same side
there are moorings at the Wallingford
Town Wharf. Opposite the Boat
House Hotel are moorings and a park
with swings and slides for children.
Proceeding upstream we pass the ruins
of Wallingford Castle on the left side
before reaching Benson Lock and, on
the right bank, the adj acent Benson
Waterfront complex which provides
camping facilities, including showers
and laundry, restaurant and bar,
moorings, and slipway. The waterfront
cafe is open seven days a week
throughout the year and is a perfect
place to sit and watch the river go by.

2.5 miles
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Benson Waterfront
Oxford OX10 6S]
Tel: 01491 838304
emaiL- salesatbensomvateifront.co.uk
£30 charge for slip and retrieve.
Public slipway
Ferry Lane South Stoke
limited parking and suitable for
small boats only

Wallingford

If visiting the Thames from
another waterway a Short Period
licence can be obtained either
by downloading the form from
the EA site and applying by
post (can take up to 10 working
days) or direct by debit or credit
card at Benson Lock (will need
downloaded form). Licences
can be bought for 1 day, 7
consecutive days or 31 days
and the fee is calculated by the
length and beam of the craft.
A 25% discount is offered to
electric boats.
www,environment-agenry.gov.uk

To defend his kingdom against Viking attacks in the 9th century Alfred, the
Saxon king of Wessex, built many fortified towns or burhs and Wallingford was
one of Alfred's new towns. It was enclosed on three sides by earthen walls
capped with a wooden palisade and surrounded by a wet moat (the river formed
the fourth defence) The remains of the moat ditch can still be seen today.
The original 9th century street layout is also still largely unchanged. By 1066
Wallingford was the leading town in Berkshire. After the Battle of H astings,
William the Conqueror cam e to Wallingford seeking a suitable place to cross the
Thames with his army. Wigod, the lord of Wallingford, was a known Norman
sympathiser and welcomed William. One of William's knights, Robert D'Oiley,
married Wigod's daughter, Aldgitha, and on William 's instructions in 1067 the
Normans began to build a massive castle which was to dominate the town's
history for the next 600 years. Wallingford was a Royalist centre in the 17th
century and beseiged during the Civil war. A fter surrender to Parliamentary
forces the castle was demolished in 1652 and little remains visible today..

The Coachmakers Arms
37 St Mary's St Wallingford
Tel: 01391 832231
Real ales pub food
www,coachmakersarms.co.uk

Cleeve and G oring Locks. Telephone
before 4pm to book a mooring.
Tel: Cleeve 014941 872608.
Tel: Goring 014941 872687.
Benson Waterfront also offers charging
facilities. Tel: 014941 838304
The EBA provides a list of members
willing to offer charging facilities to
other members.

The Town Arms
102 High St Wallingford
Tel: 01491 837773
Real ales pub food
www.thetownarms.com

Charging points

Contact: secretary@eboat.org.uk

The George Hotel
25 High St Wallingford
Tel: 01491 836665
Real ales light meals
www,georgehotelwallingford.co.uk

Town Hall Market Place
Wallingford
Tel: 01491 832925)
wlvw'wallingfordtown. co. uk
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The Coachmakers Arms
A Grade 2 listed 17th century building, the pub is known to have been running
since the 19th century. A traditional public house serving Brakspears ales and
home cooked food. Bed and breakfast available in 3 en-suite rooms..

Pikttenik
POWER FOR RELIABILITY

ADVANCED SOLUTIONS FOR BATTERY POWE.RED VEHICLES AND BOATS

Expertise with over 15 years of experience
)

High-efficiency propulsion systems up to 100 kW
AC motor drives from 2,8 kVA to 110 kVA
Battery chargers from 100 W to 9 kW

Battery management
DC/DC converters

Piktronik d.o.o. - Cesta k Tamu 17,51-2000 Maribor, 510venia - www.piktronik.com

The Inland

Waterways

FOR SALE 50% SHARE

Association

Chester & Merseyside Branch
are delighted to be hosting IWA's

Nuera Electric Launch

National Campaign Festival
at Tower Wharf in Chester
6, 7 & 8th June 2014

£28,000
Entertainment
Live Music
Trade Stands
Fun Dog Show
Refreshment stands
Historic and vintage craft

For boat and trade bookings please contact
Lesley Taylor, Festival Secretary on
lesley.taylor@waterways.org.uk
or look on our website
www.waterways.org.uk
WHY IS IT A CAMPAIGN FESTIVAL?
We hope to draw attention to the neglected Dee Arm branch of the Shropshire
Union Canal which goes down into the River Oee. The Oee Lock is also in a
state of disrepair and the aim would be to encourage repair of the lock and
eventually create a cruising route onto the Oee above the Weir.

~ Cheshire West
• and Chester

50% share for sale in this unique well known
Edwardian style highly maneuverable river launch
[and limited canal use]
40ft x 6ft 6" 2 Berth with 4 x electric thrusters.
8kW sound proofed diesel gen set 24 hr battery
bank. Oak interior and exterior detailing. Full
winter cover. Large sliding double glazed tinted
windows. No steps through boat.
Cost £90k to build in 2008 50% share £28,000.00
Licensed secure mooring 2014 Stourport on
Severn
j.evans@tdcs.co.uk for full details/specification
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Kevin Desmond
the founder editor if the Electric Boat magazine reports on electric boats around the world

Go Go Go
Go-Float

Duffy fits Lear
The boatyards of both Duffy and Lear are within walking distance of each other
on the West Coast Highway of Newport Beach, Orange County, California.
Although competitors for several years, they have recently worked together to
provide better manoeuvrability. Owners of the legendary Duffy 20 and 21 can now
be retrofitted with a Lear Rudder-Propeller. The conversion package was originally
designed for the Lear 204 by Terry Baylor, VP of Manufacturing and Design at
Lear Electric Marine. It incorporates a rudder especially designed for electric boats
and a patented five-bladed propeller with 4" end-plates on each blade.
This enables the retrofitted boat to pirouette, to steer in reverse, to stop quicker
and by moving laterally, to parallel park. This makes it perfectly suited for the
crowded marinas of Newport Beach and of the world beyond.
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Over the past twelve years, Minneapolis
based Go-Float, have built and sold
several hundred glass-fibre electric
boats.
Intrigued by the possibilities of
powering watercraft electrically, GoFloat founder, Bart Jones, started
building hand-fashioned electric boats
in early 2001.
The company logo is 'Hear Yourself
Smile' and early in the developmental
process Jones realized that his boats
were fun to use at Big Island, a local
hot spot on Lake Minnetonka, a
popular Minnesota lake located west of
Minneapolis. On most sunny weekends
hundreds of boats congregate, rafting
up to socialize at Big Island and Jones's
electric boat was the perfect size and
power option to flit from boat to boat
visiting friends. Thus the name 'Go
Float' was coined as he would go from
boat to boat stopping to visit along the
way. Go-Float's 5-colour, 8-10 ft long
range, incorporating such features as a
unique pop-up hideaway steering system
and recumbent seating, includes the
single-seat Impulse, the twin-seat Fusion,
and three-seat Vortex.
One of Go-Float's concessionaires is
Shuper Boats of Russia, who exhibited
their products at the Moscow Boat
Show in 2013.
Another is Watersports Paradise in the
Netherlands, which displayed the GoFloat line at the Boot Dusseldorf show
in Germany.
In 2014, Go-Float begins production of
its newest model, the lithium powered
Vector runabout.
This breakthrough watercraft can
hydroplane for over an hour, attain top
speeds up to 25 mph, and even pull a
water skier.

Latest Hesselink Electric Cabin Launch
True North is the latest "classic" electric
cabin launch to come out of master
craftsman Tom Hesselink's Budsin
Wood craft boatyard in Marshallberg,
North Carolina.
Since 1987, Hesselink and and his fivestrong team of craftsmen have built 176
wooden electric boats. He is current
President of the E lectric Boat Association of America, which among other
things organises the annual Wye Island
Challenge, the 24 Mile Electric Boat
Marathon in Maryland.
Tom tells Electric Boat that, "In designing True North~ 26 foot telescope hull,
I was inspired by the torpedo-stern
launches popular in the US in the
early 1900's while the cabin design was
heavily influenced by the Thames river

launches from that same era,"
Construction was started in the Spring
of 2011 and completed in the summer of 2013. The most unique aspect
of True North~ hull is its 25 inch-wide
boxed keel. This places the 8 heavy
AGM batteries as far down in the hull
as possible and allows the boat to sit
upright if grounded or beached. The
main body of the hull incorporates
four 1/8" layers of white cedar veneer,
vacuum moulded over male hull form,
and then covered with layer of aircraft
grade fiberglass and epoxy. The sheer
planks and decks are built out of solid
South American mahogany.
Tom adds "I am also very proud of
the unique cabin construction. The
majority of the framework is actu-

ally aluminium channel which is then
completely concealed with varnished
mahogany. The aluminium channels
allow the large bevelled glass side windows to drop down into the hull during
warm weather, which greatly increases
ventilation. There are two pilot stations
on the boat, one inside the cabin and
one in the open forward cockpit. The
cabin sole is of dark brown African
wenge striped with light holly. The
large forward cockpit sole is built using
solid teak grates which open to access
the batteries and anchor storage."
True North has a passenger capacity of
10 people, and her 7 kW, 48 volt Mastervolt Brushless AC drive motor gives
her a cruising speed of 7 mph for an
autonomy of almost seven hours.

Electric Chinese Hybrids
Since 2009, ODC Marine, an innovative French owned
shipyard in Dalian, north-eastern China, have specialised in
building aluminium hulls, fitted out with a lithium-ion hybrid
technology. ODC's Nyami range, designed by French naval
architects, has a passenger capacity from 12 up to 200.
Powered by a combo of 2 x 400HP in diesel and 2 x 100HP
when electric. ODC's most recent Nyami is the Agrion, the
14-metre solar-electric 70-passenger ferryboat operating
from Evian les Bains beside Switzerland's Lake Geneva.
Her twin 40kW motors give Agrion a cruising speed of 6
hours at 6.5 knots, with a top speed of 8 knots.
ODC is nearing completion of a fourth 100 passenger hybrid to join her sister ships in Corsica.
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Selway Fisher design Slipper Launch
builder Will Hide
Gracie/a, a 22' Selway Fisher designed
slipper launch was built by Boat
Building Academy student Will Hide
in 2013. The construction method was
'stitch and glue' in marine ply, epoxy
sheathed and then two pack epoxy
painted. The fore deck is mahogany
strips laid on ply. Steering is by cable
and a series of pulleys linked to the
rudder. The inboard motor is a high
efficiency, light weight axial gap DC
brush Lynch 48 volt LMC 200/127
traction motor. The Lynch motor has
an interchangeable shaft, long brush
life and simple electronic control.
Speed is proportional to voltage. The
original battery bank was 4 x 12 volt
113Amh lead acid batteries.
Graciela attracted admiring interest
when exhibited by Henley Sales and
Charter at last year's Beale Park Boat
Show and is now owned by EBA
member Mike Galletly. Mike has
fitted four more 11 OAmh batteries
to increase the boat's range from 3-4
hours to 7-8 hours at river speeds.
Mike did not get the boat until late
August 2013 so has not yet ventured
very far. Graciela was launched at
Walton Marine and then taken down
to moor at Thames Ditton marina.
This year Mike plans to take the boat
to Oxford or further if he can.
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Boat Building Academy
Lyme Regis

The Lyme Regis Boat Building Academy teaches the
widest range of hands-on boat building courses in the
world, specialising in composite, modern and traditional
wooden construction, restoration and repair. Students
come from every profession and from all over the world.
Many go on to work in the marine industries but the
Academy courses also appeal to those taking a sabbatical
from their 'real' lives or simply looking to escape the rat
race
We feature three fabulous electric powered boats built by
former students of the Boat Bulding Academy

Andrew Wolstenholme design Motor Launch

builder Dick Stiles
Bia 2 is a 13'6"cold moulded
construction electric motor launch
powered by a MasterVolt AquaPOD
F16-24volt 1.6KW Pod drive. The
speed controller is an Aquapella CPM
110 made by Bellmann B.v. and is
located in the stern compartment
immediately under the tiller. Batteries
are 4x6V 275Ah AGM connected in
series and weighing about 35kg each ..

Andrew Wolstenholme design Motor Dinghy

builder Philip Evans
Jqyeph de Aye is a 13' cold moulded
construction motor dinghy powered
by a 12v MotorGuide outboard fitted
inboard through a tube glassed into
the hull. The drive pod was removed
from the outboard shaft and the shaft
slid into the tube. T he pod was refitted
dispensing with the need for a rudder
and having the outboard showing
when the boat is on the water.
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Supporting

Fairhaven Woodland and Water Garden

Sunday 22nd June, lOam to Spm

www.fairhavengarden.co.uk

incorporating The Green Boat Show
Sustainable Boating
Green boat trips
Rural Craft Demos
Eco-friendly Buys
Conservation Charities
Green Living
Green Growing
Green Energy Advice
Live music
Children's Activities
Eco-tearoom selling delicious
food

A celebration of all things green!
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The Lady Lena
The Lacfy Lena electric river boat is the oldest
electrically powered craft still in existence

Barbara Penniall continues her series on old electric boats

The Latfy Lena is believed to be
the oldest electric river launch still
operating. Built in 1890 by Burgoine
of Kingston-on-Thames for Moritz
Immisch as part of his electric fleet,
she was a fine example of carvel, at
41 ft 6ins with a beam of 6ft Sins,
built of mahogany on ash frames
with alternate teak and pine planking
on both bow and stern decks. The
Latfy Lena was licensed in 1891 to
carry 24 passengers operating as a
river cruiser in 'smooth waters' and
was first recorded as being afloat on
the Thames in 1892 when electric
trip boats were in their heyday. It
is on record that she operated at
Maidenhead through the summers of
1892 and 93 and remained part of the
Immisch fleet until 1914.
By the beginning of the 20th century
the demand for electric launches was
falling rapidly and at the end of the
First World War, only the Latfy Lena
and Viscountess Bury survived the
original fleet. (See Electric Boat Spring
2013). In 1919 the Bedford Steamboat
Company bought both the Latfy Lena
and another electric launch, the Lorna
Doone and added the steamboat Lodore,
converting her to electric propulsion
in 1920. These three electric launches
ran a regular service on the River Ouse
through Bedford until the outbreak of
hostilities in 1939. Unused, the vessels

deteriorated and eventually sank but in
1943 the Bedford Steamboat Company
was taken over by Mr and Mrs EH
Smith who set up a company called
Silvery Ouse Pleasure Craft.
Having been neglected for so long,
lying submerged in a backwater, the
only launch worth salvaging and
restoring was the Latfy Lena. In 1945
she went back into service under the
new name Silver Stream, joining two
smaller electric launches, the 25ft Silver
Foam and Silver Sprqy. Silver Stream was
the first boat to use the newly restored
Bedford Town Lock in 1956.
In 1963 Silver Stream was again

taken out of service and left on a
river bank. Rescued by Peter Bridge
of Cotterstock near Oundle, she
was put into storage and remained
untouched until 1980 when EBA
member Jenkyn Knill heard that the
house had been sold and Silver Stream,
unloved and unwanted, was about
to be burnt. Stepping in at the last

minute, Jenkyn bought her for the
princely sum of £1. She was restored
by Terry Hardwick of Bath between
1980 and 82 and Jenkyn himself then
carried out the work to convert her
back to steam propulsion and at the
same time reverted to the original
name Latfy Lena. The Latfy Lena was
used intermittendy over the next 19
years, including having the honour
of being the official boat at the 1984
opening of the Dundas Aqueduct, and
during that time was registered as a
National Historic Ship, certificate 38,
but in 2003, Jenkyn decided to return
the vessel to electric propulsion and
removed the steam plant. A year later,
EBA business members, the Thames
Electric Launch Company installed a
4.5kW Sepp-Ex system powered by
16 batteries. Having researched old
photographic evidence of the Latfy
Lena~ original design, Jenkyn built a
replica saloon cabin and returned the
helm to its original position in the
bow. She needed a new stern post,
counter keel and 8 rotted planks had
to be replaced but since 2007 this
very elegant Victorian electric launch
has been operating as a trip boat for
parties up to 10 people on a beautiful
stretch of the Kennet & Avon canal
between Bath and Bradford on Avon.
For more information about the Latfy
Lena visit www.ladylena.co.uk
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N AV I GATORS
& GENERAL

ELECTRIC BOAT ASSOCIATION

J\
Insurers of the Electric Boat
Association Scheme
I

Benefits of the scheme

merchandise

EBA Sweatshirts. Polo Shirts and Sleeveless Fleece
Good quality. with EBA Logo in contrasting colour
SmaU. Medium. Large or Extra Large
sweatshirts
£22.00
polo shirts
£18.00
sleeveless fleece
£24 .00
(black. navy, royal blue only)

Why not add the name ofyour boat for an extra ... £2.50

10% Discount - on normal rates for Association members
•

Specialist Cover - provides tailored benefits

•

Security - global strength and world class security
of Zurich group

•

Claims Service - efficient response from staff with
practical sailing experience

•

Surveys - not normally required on craft up to
20 years of age.

I
EBA Tie
EBA Pennant
EBA Brooch
Magazine binder

For more information or a quote please ca ll:

01273 863420
Conditions apply. Full policy details available on request. Navigators and General Insurance Company Ltd,
PO Box 848, Brighton BMl 3GQ is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. A limited
company registered in England and Wales (number 00173444), registered office at the Zurich Centre,
3000 Parkway, Whiteley, Fareham . Hampshire. PD1S 7JZ. A member of the Zurich Financial Services Group.

------,--------

navy blue with narrow green/white diagonal stripe
good quality cotton, royal blue with
Electric Boat Association' and grebe in white
delicate blue and white grebe edged with silver
safety pin clasp, 25mm high
navy blue binder with gold lettering will hold
five years' issues of EB magazine

£9.50
£10.00
£5.50
£10.00

All prices include post and packing (UK only)

Please send order and cheque made payable to the Electric Boat Association to:
Barbara Penniall, 150 Wayside Green , Woodcote, Reading, RG8 OQJ
Tel: 01491681449 email: mail@eboat.org.uk

(Please indicate quantity and size required plus additional boat name as appropriate)

'SHRIKE" for sale, Built 1927 by Franklins of Pangbourne

Classic 20ft Electric Canoe with carvel hun , mahogany on oak ribs, & a highly efficient Lynch
Lenc.o electric motor run at 24volts with four batteries. The three rows of seats with red velour
cushions can seat up to six passengers. Reversible forward seotback con create Q centrollocotion
for picnics. Good for 4 - 5 hours cruising, depending on speed.
Includes storage and camping covers with hoops , intelligent charger and sundry items.
Thames registered at Fairview. River Rood. Taplow, Maidenhead.
Offers £8 000 ono to Dr Brian L. Smith 01628 625200 briansmith562@btinternet.com .

nf~U;'II(J~l"l~nlll

or

Water Craft, Bridge Shop, Gweek, Helston, Cornwall TR12 6UD
Tel: +44 (0)1326 221424 www.watercraft-magazine.com
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Battery system design for optimized
lifetime performance in hybrid
propulsion systems

~ITAUSTR'AN
11

INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

Niklas. Christian; Dvorak. Dominik; Rajinovic. Kristijan

chrlstian.niklas@alt.ac.at

AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH ,
Mobility Department, Electric Drive Technologies, Austria.

I. INTRODUCTION
Sport-boats and motor-yachts are mainly
powered by combustion engines. Due to an
increased environmental awareness and the
demand on comfort regarding reduced
noise, vibrations and pollutant emissions,
hybrid electric powertrains are increasingly
being developed for these segments.
Thereby the electric motor supports the
internal combustion engine in unfavourable
operating conditions but can also propel the
boat standalone. The interaction and usage
of both drives is controlled by the hybrid
operating strategy. As the cost of electric
energy storages are still very high, the
influence of various operating strategies on
the battery lifetime performance will be

investigated to obtain a high-efficient and
optimized battery system design. To allow
such investigations an electric energy
storages library (EES) has been developed
which is able to simulate the electrical and
thermal behaviour of the battery system and
incorporates several battery-aging effects as
well.

..

11. EXPERIMENTAL
• Long-term cycling of battery modules in
different State-of-Charge (SOC) windows
• Constant current (CC) charging and
discharging at 3C
• Fixed battery module temperature

Charger ECU
Hybrid control unit

I

Ill. BATTERY MODEL CONCEPT
• Modular structure: electrical- (V), thermal- (T)
and parameter adaption (P) model
• Defined interfaces between the models
• Intuitive parameterization via structured
parameter sets

Motor control unit

Communication with infrastructure
On·board charging equipment

Battery system

Hybrid propulsion system

System architecture of a plug-in hybrid propulsion system
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Concept of the battery system model
PARAMETERS FORAGING MODEL
• Low pass filter parameters
• Weighting-function parameters
4 () _Q,s ........

Long-term-SOC algorithm principle
LONG-TERM-SOC ALGORITHM
• The long-term-SOC (SOC mean) determines
the rapidity of the aging
• SOCmean

=SOCmax_filtered - SOCmin_fi~ered
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Measured and simulated capacity degradation
IV. RESULTS
• The measurements show a very significant
influence of the operating strategy on the
battery lifetime performance
• Applying full charge and discharge cycles
results in a good battery lifetime performance
• An asymmetric operation of the battery in
terms of the SOC window accelerates the
capacity degradation
• Therefore the use of the electric drive should
be reduced or increased in certain operating
points of the battery for maintaining its
capacity
• External battery chargers could improve
battery lifetime by applying 100% SOC
cycles before charging
• EES-library applicable for lifetime
performance simulations

EES-library structure with cell-model implementation

HCV~

..61 SmartGrids

.,.. ERA-Net

www.ait.ac.at
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Beale Park Saturday 7 June 2014
There will be at least two or three electric boats for grabs and two
electric canoes, a wooden one and a Steam and Electric Launch
Company replica. All treasures - no wrecks
For further information and consignments contact:
Gillian Nahum 07813 917730
Complimentary catalogue contact:
. Auction Services 01635 580595

Solar Light Bag

Mastervolt Mass Combi
Kaboodlebag
Stand-up waterproof tub 2 feet wide
by 14 inches deep made of tough
reinforced plastic. Has built in
handles and rolls up for storage.
Price: £28

www.kaboodlebag.co.uk

3.5kW combi inverter/
charger with built in MPPT
solar charger ensuring
maximum input from
solar panels when charging
batteries.
Price: £2,805 (exc VAT)
www.mastervolt.com

The Lumilife Inflatable Solar LED
rechargeable light bag will provide
up to 16hrs of light from 6-7hrs
charge. When inflated the light
diffuses to transform the bag into a
lantern.
Price: £9.99

www.ledhut.co.uk

CTEK MXS 7.0 Charger
Compact mains powered charger for
12V and 24V batteries from 14Ah
to 150Ah. Uses an 8 step process to
extend battery life. Chargers for both
vehicle and marine use comes in a
range of sizes according to battery
capacity
Price: from £100

www.ctek.com

Silky Instazorb
A lightweight granule that
can absorb any liquid from oil
to paint and from grease to
bodily fluids. 100% natural and
disposable with spill.
Price: £11.00 (3 litre bag)

www.silkyproducts.com

E-Putty

Explore Thames App
An interactive iOS App for
anyone visiting the River
Thames. Fully compatible with
the iPhone, iPad and iPad mini
range.
Price: £1.99 (Apple App store)

Easy to apply and works best
on light colours. Transparent
in daylight, night time
luminescence increases with
number of coats.
Price: £35.75 (300ml)

Emergency leak plugging that can
be applied without mixing kneading
or curing. Can fill a sizeable space
and works for several days. Surfaces
need to be wet for putty to adhere
properly.
Price: £29.95 (200gm)

www.apple.com

www.nautix.com

www.sailandtrail.co.uk

Nautix Luminescent Spray
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Established over 300 years

The boat and launch builders of the Thames
with a wide range of river and lake craft dinghies, punts, skiffs, powered canoes,
slipper and saloon launches.
Restorations and electric conversions
Second hand boat sales

Featured above - 30ft slipper stern launch "Oui Oui Too"
the lat est in our range of new build electric launches.

PETER FREEBODY & CO, Boatbuilders
Mill Lane, Hurley, Berkshire SL6 SND
Tel: 0 1628 824382 e-mail: peterfreebody@btconnect.com
Visit our website: www.boatbuilder.co.uk

Pb Batteries
Industrial Batteries & Chargers

15' long,S' beam, GRP hull/wood deck
2kW Mastervolt pod drive with range up to 55 miles
Package includes:
2 x 200AH gel batteries, 24V 20 amp charger
Auto bilge pump, cover, upholstery
See www.coulam.co.uk
or telephone 07850 218364

Call our Help & Support Line

0845
0581388
www.pbbatteries.com
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J.M.Coulam Boat Builders,
10 Stirling Way, Northfields Ind. Est.
Market Deeping, PE6 8AS
Tel. 07850 218364

Wifi Hire Boats
At PlugBoat 2013, Rene Chiche of
Glisselec and Yannick Wileveau of
N aviwatt, outlined B@tolib, their idea
of a self-service, small electric boat hire
system, developed jointly by Glisselec and
Naviwatt, and using the trimaran hull,
high performance Zephyr boat designed
and manufactured by naval architect and
CEO of Naviwatt, Yannick Wilevau.
B@tolib is a concept similar to Velib or Autolib, the bike
and car hire schemes available in various French cities,
although it is a bit more involved than just unhooking
the boat from the dock and setting off. The nautical
adaptation takes into account the specific constraints of
the water environment and comprises an electric powered
boat fleet, arranged pontoons, real or virtual beacons, a
dedicated communication system and a remote booking
website. The B@tolib system enables users to hire boats
and take trips along pre-determined beaconed routes.
The trips follow GPS waypoints which are displayed on a
dashboard touch screen. Alert signals (visual and audible)
will be triggered should the the boat move away from the
circumscribed area. A shore control centre can contact the
boat and if required can slow the electric motor down,
or stop it completely in case of emergency. The B@tolib
promoters say that the lack of engine noise, no pollution,
and moderated low speed, makes the concept particularly
suitable for environmentally protected tourist areas and
safely allows people to hire boats and take trips on limited
stretches of water without needing a licence.

Zephyr Specifications
Overall Length: 5.36m
Maximum beam: 2.30m
Draught: 0.55m
Lightship di splacement: 530 kg
In-board engine: Leroy-Somer 5 kW or 10 kW
Battery pack: LiFeS04 : 10,2 kWh to 17.7 kWh
Battery Manager System: circuit-breaker,
pack monitoring by wi-fi
Speed 6 it 10 knts
Battery life: 8-10 h (depends on the speed)
Recharging pontoon: 220V / 16A : 4 h
Certification Category : CE : CS (coastline) and
D6 (inland waters)
Solar roof energy (optional) 400W
Modular deck layout
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N oticeboard
New Members
P rivate Members

Location

Boat where notified

Peter Mandell

Moulton Chapel,
Lincs

Romany Star,
50' narrowboat

Roger Powell

Winterborne,
Dorset

Big Easy, Hurley 24

Malcolm Wellington

Dundee

Heron, Bermudan Sloop

Martin D yer

Hainford, Norfolk

Arab, 20' sailing cruiser

Peter Robinson

Victoria, Australia

Wavelength

Luigi Scarpati

Sorremo, Italy

Beverley Jackson

Bourne End,
Bucks

The Cyril, 21ft Duffy

Steve Adams

Maidenhead, Berks

Viola 1904 Thames
Launch

Roger Thurston

Marlow, Berks

Ramblin Rose Deltic
Weekender

Jonathan Evans

Stourport on
Severn, Glos

Nuera 40' electric boat

Alan Green

Hurley, Berks

Matilda IV 15' Canadian
boat

Roger Haile

West Molesey,
Surrey

Ragamuffin II 30' Broom
Skipper

Simon & Maria Loring

London

Black Isis, Isis 14

Chris Moss

Bourne End, Bucks

Alan Penton

Abingdon, Oxford

The Cambrian, Ranger 13

Chrissy Rosenthal

Maidenhead, Berks

Dignity, Quietude 165

Electric Vehicle
Systems Ltd

Washington, Tyne
and Wear

Motors, batteries,
controllers

Granville Residential

Marlow, Berks

Waterside property

MSP Technologies Ltd

Hawkshead,
Ambleside

Hybrid systems

Business Members

_J

World Expo
The Electric & Hybrid Marine World Expo is the
world's first international exhibition and conference
exclusively for the electric and hybrid marine
propulsion industry. It is to be held at the RAI
convention centre, Amsterdam from 24-26 June
2014. The organisers have invited the Electric Boat
Association to exhibit. EBA business members,
PBW Marine, will use the space offered and display
material from EBA members and distribute copies
of the Electric Boat magazine. Patters on Boatworks
subsidiary, MSP-Technologies Ltd, which has been
developing 'Ghost Power', its revolutionary new
ultra-light generation system and hybrid drive train,
will also be on the stand.
The World Expo is dedicated solely to showcasing
the very latest and next-generation electric and
hybrid marine propulsion technologies, components
and solutions, and is organised by UKIP Media &
Events. UKIP is a magazine publisher operating
in the maritime, aviation, automotive and
transportation sectors and the organiser of almost
30 industry-leading exhibitions, working around
the world in Hong Kong, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Brussels, Stuttgart, Paris, Geneva and Brasilia.

World Association
Frederic Vergels, the organiser of the Plugboat 2013
has reported that a recent meeting of the European
Commission agreed that 'waterborne transport
still offers an enormous potential for pollution
reduction and energy efficiency gains'. Further,
the Commission also admitted that 'the reduction
of pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions is far
removed from the progress made in road transport'.
The Commission view is also confirmed in the
recent call for projects to be launched under the
EEC Horizon 2020 Research Programme, which
highlights inland waterborne transportation.
Frederic thinks that this fits the spirit of PlugBoat's
conclusion and is an opportune time to set up
the WEBA, the World Electric Boat Association,
something he promised to look into at the Nice
conference. To this end he is presently seeking input
from existing national electric boat associations.

Association of Waterways Cruising Clubs

EBA Membership Offer

Anyone buying an electric boat from an EBA business member
is entitled to a year's free membership of the Association. The
EBA is now extending this scheme to cover boats purchased from
private members. If you sell an electric boat, please pass on the
name and address of the buyer to EBA Secretary Barbara Penniall
who will then write with the offer of membership.
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The EBA is a member of the Association of
Waterways Cruising Clubs and EBA members can
use AWCC facilities for mooring and charging. If
you are planning a cruise it may be worth contacting
the local AWCC representative to ask whether
charging facilities are available.
Further details can be provided by Barbara Penniall
secretary@eboat.org.uk
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19' Canadian Canoe, built by
Chippendale Craft powered by
24v Minn-Kota Riptide 74
tel: 0118 375 7757
nick.goldring@eboat.org.uk
£2,995 for uick sale

Riverside holiday on the
Norfolk Broads with solar
powered electric boat to hiret
tel: 07706 067569
www.hidecottage.com
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62ft electric-diesel hybrid semitrad narrowboat. Reeves hull
Lynch motor, on board Fischer
Panda diesel charger, BSS 2017
tel: 07739 643260
tony@aosauer.com
£65,000

p
boat Lynch motor 24v /4kW
Swiss location price includes
road trailer
Guy ecu69@hotmail.com
3,500

Frolic wooden half roof frame
tel: 07876 233405
chris. brown@turpinsmale.co.uk
Offers

New, unused Frolic 18 hull
two wheel trailer, ready to go
tel: 01487 823618
fishpot@gmail.co.uk
£4,400

1950's Gentleman's cabin
launch converted to electric 3
years ago
tel: 01386 442305
32monks@gmail.com

Boats & etc. for sale
Why not stay at Hide Cottage? Quiet riverside holidays in the 3000-acre Upper Thurne Nature Reserve on the Norfolk Broads. Classic solar
powered electric boat boat for hire or bring your own and moor at the cottage with external power and slipway available.
Call James on 07706 067569 or visit www.hidecottage.com
19' Electric Canadian Canoe Built in May 2003 by Chippendale Craft. Seating for up to four adults. 24 volt Minn-Kota Riptide 74 motor
installed as a 'steerable pod' propulsion unit. Power for up to 20 miles cruising is provided by four 60AH deep-cycle batteries arranged as two
independent 'main' & 'reserve' banks with separate isolator switches. A dual function digital panel meter displays battery voltage & motor current
consumption. Offered at just £2,995 for quick sale. Email: nick.goldring@eboat.org.uk tel: 01183757757
6m Solar Electric Boat - built in 1995. 4 persons. Structure in good condition Lynch Motor 24V / 4kW, Lead batteries 150Ah (to be replaced).
450 Watts solar panels (worth replacing soon). The boat comes with her road trailer, handy to be picked up at her Swiss location.
£ 3500
Contact Guy on ecu69@hotmail.com
Pretry 12ft electric day launch with simulated clinker GRP hull, varnished iroko decks, seats, floorboards and oak rubbing strakes. Rewired and
completely restored. Complete with road trailer, new cover and BSS certificate. Excellent condition. £6,000.
Tel: 07881 955950 or 07775563030.
Switched Off 62ft electric-diesel hybrid semi-trad narrowboat. Reeves hull Lynch motor. 500AH batteries approx 16 hours silent cruising.
Recharging overnight from shore or on-board Fischer Panda diesel charger. Many features inc bow thruster, Kubola diesel stove. Newly repainted
and bottom blacked, hull survey, BSS valid 2017.
View Kennet & Avon - £65,000
Email tony@aosauer.com Tel 07739643260 or 07983088312
Frolic Wooden Half Roof Frame. Available to collect from Cookham. Open to offers
Contact Chris Brown on 07876 233405 or email: chris.brown@turpinsmale.co.uk
New, unused Frolic 18 hull was in dry storage. Complete with prop, shaft,stuffing box, cutlass bearing, copper tiller etc E ngine /floor bearers
glassed in by makers. Enough wood including mahogany decking to complete boat. Half round brass for rubbing strip all round. Galvanized, two
wheel trailer, ready to go. £4,400 Tel: 01487823618 - 0774 7777676 email: fishpot@gmail.co.uk
1950s Gentleman's electric cabin launch 18' 9" x 6' 7" beam. Hull constructed of single mahogany planks on oak ribs \vith polished
mahogany bow and transom decking. Professional renovation of hull in 2009 and converted to electric propulsion. Full details of propulsion
system and many extras on EBA website Price: £21,500
Contact: Tony - email: 32monks@gmail.com Tel: 01386442305 or text 07710610693
Pictures and details of most of the boats for sale are on the EBA web site www.electric-boats.org.uk under 'For Sale'.

Members wanting to buy or sell electric boats, motors, fittings or associated equipment are invited to submit
a 50-word entry direct to advertising@eboat.org.uk (no agents or brokers) Thumbnail pictures are displayed
at a cost of £10. The information contained in members' private advertisements is provided by the advertiser
and the Editor is unable to vouch for its accuracy. It is the responsibility of prospective purchasers to satisfy
themselves as to the accuracy of the information given and of the condition of goods advertised.
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Electric Boat Association
Honorary President
Malcolrn Moss

Chairman
John Hustwick
33 The Street, Latchingdon, Essex CM3 6JP
Tel/Fax: 01621 742367
e-mail: chairman@eboat.org.uk
Secretary
Barbara Penniall
150 Wayside Green, Woodcote, Reading,
Berks RG8 OQJ
Tel: 01491 681449
e-mail: secretary@eboat.org.uk
Membership Secretary
Tony Dunning
27 Bridge End, Egremont
Cumbria, CA22 2RE
Tel: 01946 820875
email: membership@eboat.org.uk
Editor, Electric Boat
Don Wright
3 Yeoford Drive
Altrincham
Cheshire WA14 4UP
Tel: 01612330879
e-mail: editor@eboat.org.uk

Calendar 2014
May 2014
24th - 26th

EBA represented

IWA
Trailboat Boat Festival
Grand Western Canal

6th - 8th

EBA interest

IWA
National Campaign Festival
Chester

6th - 8th

EBA represented

June 2014

Beale Park Boat
& Outdoor Show

Lower Basildon
Berkshire
14th-15th

EBA event

AGM and Cruise Rally
Bridgwater & Taunton Canal

Bathpool, Somerset
22nd

EBA interest

Fairhaven Woodland and
Water Garden Green
Festival incorporating
The Green Boat Show
South Walsham Broad
Norfollk

24th - 26th

EBA represented

Electric & Hybrid Marine
World Expo
Amsterdam

5th - 6th

EBA represented

IWA Waterways &
Stratford River Festival
Stratford-upon-Avon

19th - 20th

EBA represented

Thames Trad Boat Rally
Henley-on-Thames

Marketing Manager, Electric Boat
Position Vacant
e-mail: advertising@eboat.org.uk
Vice Chairman - Business Members
Position Vacant
Vice Chairman - Private Members
Tony Rymell
Lyewater Farmhouse, 2 Lywater,
Crewkerne
Somerset, TA18 8BB
Tel: 0146078295
e-mail: privatemembers@eboat.org.uk
Webmaster
Nick Goldring
8 Ambleside Close, Woodley, Reading,
Berks. RG5 4JJ
Tel: 01189694657
e-mail: webmaster@eboat.org.uk
Treasurer
Don Wright
3 Yeoford Drive, Altrincham,
Cheshire WA14 4UP
Tel: 0161 2330879
e-mail: treasurer@eboat.org.uk
Founder Editor
Kevin Desmond
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Please note that events and dates may change, while some are still being
planned. For more details, or notice of other events, check the websites or
contact the EBA Secretary.

WATERSIDE$
PROPERTIES
Granville Residential Ltd.
36 West Street, Ma rl ow, Bucks SL7 2NB, UK

Tel 01628 48138 1 E-mail post@g rl .co.uk www.grl.co.uk

Sales [§J Letting

